NORWAY

Area
We are hunting app 4 hours north from Oslo, here we
have access to some very beautiful areas that every
year is producing some good bucks.
In our area the biggest EUROPEAN REINDEERS in
the world has been shoot and there are also a
possibility to use horses so we are getting deeper into
the mountains.
We are here staying in a charming little country hotel
that has got all modern facilities
The Hunt
In the early morning we will go up in the mountains
going for a good spotting place where we will try to
find a group of bulls. The most difficult part is to get
the biggest bull in the herd free since they are walking
very tight.
Red stag will be sitting and waiting. Capercaillie will be
hunted over dog.

Accommodation
A little charming highland hotel in the area. The food is
made of local products. There are also a possibility to
stay 45 min away in the charming town Roros where
there is a very nice hotel. Here we can arrange
sightseeing for the non hunter.
Other
The Reindeer hunt can also be combined in Norway
with Norwegian Red stag, Roebuck and also
Capercaille. If interested in other species, we can take
a flight over to Sweden where we can continue the
hunt for VIP Roebuck, European Red stag, Fallow stag,
Mouflon, Wildboar or European Bison.
Period
We conduct our hunts
29th Aug - 4th Sept(combine with Red stag, Roebuck)
7th - 13th Sept (All Species)
Transport
Fly into Oslo from here domestic flight to Roros then
45 min by car.

Price hunter $ 12 500

Price includes:
* 5 days Hunting
* 5 days Accommodation with all meals
* Representive from Scandinavian Prohunters
* All organization of the hunt
* All transport during the hunt
* 1 Rein deer
* Weapon import fee or Rental rifle
Price doesn´t includes:
* Flight to Roros
* Horses if req. $ 1000
* Hotel and meals in town if req
* Norwegian Red stag $ 3 800
* Roebuck $ 1 500
* Capercaille $ 1 500 Black grouse $ 400
Ptarmigan, Willow grouse $ 200
* Non hunter $ 900
* 25% VAT on all prices

